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Paving a 
path to 1-to-1 
learning

The value of 1-to-1 learning has long been understood. 
Educational jurisdictions and schools – in Australia and 
around the world – have demonstrated its success, 
with devices connecting students to their teachers, 
other learners and resources, whether they’re at school, 
home or anywhere else. But there continue to be many 
questions – some sparked by the BYOD debate – about 
how to implement 1-to-1 programs in schools.

How do you fund a 1-to-1 learning program? Should 
your school pay, or parents – or some combination of 
the two? Which apps work best for different years and 
subjects, and how do you ensure students’ devices can 
still access rich software like Microsoft Office and Adobe 
Photoshop? What’s the best pace of implementation 
– and how do you drive change across your school, so 
that your 1-to-1 program becomes about better student 
outcomes, and not just new technology?

The answer, of course, is that there is no single answer. 
Every school and school community is different. 
But there are many pioneers who’ve already – and 
successfully – implemented 1-to-1 learning programs, 
and their experience can help guide the way.

As a passionate and long-time supporter of 1-to-1, it’s 
Microsoft’s privilege to bring you these nine Australian 
school success stories. And help you realise the benefits 
of 1-to-1 learning in your school.
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Teacher support is secret 
to high engagement at 
Sydney star performer

Barnier Public School, New South Wales
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A passion for  
innovative learning
With a zest for teaching life-long 
learning skills early, Barnier is a 
fast‑paced technology adopter. 
To stimulate enquiry-based learning, 
the school is rapidly advancing from 
2-to-1 to 1-to-1 learning, with teachers 
creating innovative learning strategies 
based on data-driven research. 
Currently K, Y1 and Y2 students use 
iPads; Y3–Y6 students and teacher 
use Surface Pro tablet devices  
with Windows 8.1.

Prioritised spending
Located in a middle-to-low socio-
economic area, Barnier funds its digital 
learning by re-allocating resources 
from traditional items – including pens, 
pencils and books – and targeting them 
on priority technologies. School policy 
is informed by rigorous research, and 
sustained by community engagement. 
Parents help raise funds for Barnier 
technology initiatives, and the school 
has maintained strong links with 
local hardware stores and software 
companies for 14 years. 

Plans based on  
high-quality research
The school’s vision is to create a love of 
learning, and Barnier teachers continue 
to seek learning tools that inspire 
students. The school’s IT staff relies 
on published research by education 
technology theorists to guide 
procurement planning. For Barnier,  
the next priority is to introduce styluses. 
This will involve a final break with  
paper workbooks.

Barnier Public School is a technology trailblazer, with a 14-year history of 
using technology to inspire a love of learning. By keeping up to date with 
pedagogy research, re-allocating budgets and engaging the community, 
the school has seen 1-to-1 learning thrive – with year 5 NAPLAN spelling 
results improving 40.8 points since 2010.



NAPLAN year 5 spelling results
2010: 30 pts below NSW average
2015: 10.8 pts above NSW average
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Purposeful-learning benefits
• Increased appetite for problem 

solving: Now that students have got 
used to finding answers, teachers say 
they ask more questions. This has  
led to a huge improvement in 
classroom engagement. 

• Improved student performance: 
With higher engagement, student 
performance in spelling tests has 
soared. Since 2010, the school has 
registered an increase of 20.6% in 
students whose performance places 
them in the top two bands in New 
South Wales. 

• Enthusiasm for new learning 
techniques: By maintaining dedicated 

IT staff to work directly with teachers, 
Barnier removes barriers to the rapid 
adoption of technology‑enhanced 
styles of classroom teaching. 

• A high rate of teacher skills 
transfer: The school encourages 
teachers to communicate through 
Office 365, and to contribute to 
online discussion boards. This 
has engendered technology 
collaboration among teachers.

• Proven pedagogy: By staying abreast 
of published research and teaching 
theory, Barnier makes sure it pursues 
teaching techniques that are proven 
to work.

Apps, online services  
and programs
• Windows 8.1

• Office 365
 - OneNote
 - OneNote Class Notebook Creator

• Sway

• Bubble.us

• Snowflake 

‘When we introduced touch-screen tablets, our IT staff 
didn’t just sit back and watch: they demonstrated the 
potential, upskilled teachers and dealt with the root cause 
of apprehension. Within six months, every member of staff 
said their teaching had improved.’
Craig Warner, Principal, Barnier Public School



Proven results spur 
investments in year 7-12 
collaboration revolution

Brisbane Boys’ College, Queensland

Equitable access to  
online resources
By 2007, computer labs at Brisbane Boys’ 
College experienced impossible levels 
of demand. After thorough research the 
college introduced laptops for Y7 and 
Y10 students in 2008, and brought 1-to-1 
learning to all year 7-12 students in 
2010. Today, the school purchases 
Windows 8 convertible laptop-tablets 
for year 7 and year 10 students. Current 
devices are the HP 2740 and the Toshiba 
Z10t, with webcams and stylus inputs.

Transparency for IT costs
To fund 1-to-1 learning, the college 
sets a separate annual technology levy 
that encompasses the provision of 
student devices, as well as insurance, 
infrastructure, software and support. 
The school assesses and selects new 
devices every two years. It purchases 
commercial-grade devices that it 
believes will prepare boys for their  
life after school.

The harnessing of the  
creative impulse
After five years of 1-to-1 learning, the 
Brisbane Boys’ College is building on 
its success – literally. Noting how tablet 
devices change classroom dynamics, 
the school is committed to facilitating 
teachers’ collaborative learning styles. 
Specially constructed classrooms for 
year 7-10 students, featuring moveable 
tables so teachers can instantly flip 
from lessons to group work. Five large 
LCD monitors help groups analyse 
resources, and then present findings 
back to the class. 

Brisbane Boys’ College looked before it leapt. A 2007–8 trial 
compared the performance of identical class groups: one using 
traditional learning methods and another that used tablet PCs for 
note-taking and online research. Students with laptops advanced 
faster – including in mathematics. Today, the school is rebuilding 
its classrooms for fast-paced collaborative learning.
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Purposeful-learning benefits
• More spontaneity in the classroom: 

Since all students have connected 
devices, teachers can ‘leverage 
the moment’. If lessons take an 
unpredicted turn, teachers instruct 
students to use online resources. 
Challenging groups to find 
facts helps inculcate real-world 
collaboration skills. 

• Ease of monitoring progress: 
Teachers now use OneNote to set, 
monitor and mark assignments. With 
files stored on the school’s content 
management system, teachers can 
access student files at any time and 
students receive detailed coaching at 
the optimal moment.

• Capturing ideas and reasoning at 
the critical moment: Teachers are 
switching from physical to electronic 
resources. With stylus-enabled 

tablets, students insert facts and 
discussion directly into OneNote 
digital notebooks. Having the 
thinking, commentary and facts  
in one place aids future revision. 

• Using video creativity to  
stimulate learning: Students are  
using multi-media tools to create 
high-definition videos that assimilate 
ideas and present learnings. Using 
stock images, animation tools and 
graphics apps, they can create  
videos collaboratively in less  
than ten minutes.

• Participation in the scientific 
community: Students are using  
email, webcams and shared online 
files to collaborate in real biology 
projects run by Queensland  
research institutions. This includes 
arranging on-site visits and working 
directly with external project 
supervisors.

Apps, online services  
and programs
• Windows 8.1

• Windows 10

• Office 365
- OneDrive for Business
- OneNote Class Notebook Creator

• Adobe Creative Cloud

• AutoDesk 
- AutoCad
- 3D modelling

‘With electronic resources and stylus inputs  
that enable you to write into them, students  
can articulate their thinking as they go along.  
In our experience, that’s been a game changer.’
Matthew O’Brien, Head of Strategic Planning, Brisbane Boys’ College

School trial showed an 8%  
increase in mathematics 
performance for students  
taught using 1-to-1 learning
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Early adopters
In 1995, Frankston High School 
became one of the first state schools 
in the country to introduce 1-to-1 
learning. In 2006, Frankston was the 
first government school to adopt 
stylus-enabled tablet devices for year 
7-10 students, which allow students to 
make pen, keyboard and touch inputs 
into digital workbooks. In 2015, year 7 
students are using the Surface Pro 3; 
while years 8-10 use a mix of Toshiba 
hybrid tablet devices.

A commitment to keep 
parents involved
At Frankston, parents pay for the 
devices. To gain parent buy-in, each 
year teachers conduct a rigorous 
market evaluation, select an optimal 
device, and then invite parents to a 
1-to-1 learning information session. 
Teacher’s present academic research on 
the learning impact of stylus devices, so 
parents understand – and can question 
– the impact the chosen device will 
have on learning.

Preparation for the 
creative economy
Teachers are refining 1-to-1 learning 
techniques by encouraging students 
to curate and collaborate on complex 
ideas online, then present learning 
using multi-media tools, including 
TechSmith Camtasia Studio. Teachers 
believe that creating stylish audio-
visual content increases engagement, 
stimulates creativity, and is an excellent 
technical preparation for the 21st 
century workforce.

State school’s top 10 
percent ranking spurs 
parents to invest in  
1-to-1 learning  

Frankston High School, Victoria

Frankston High School has shown why the how of learning makes a 
huge difference. As a non-selective state school, with 1,700 students 
from middle and lower-middle socio-economic areas of Melbourne, 
its commitment to 1-to-1 learning has resulted in ever improving 
learning outcomes. With half of its students consistently  
ranking in the top 30% in Victoria.
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Purposeful-learning benefits
• Students work quickly and naturally: 

All students use the stylus to create 
content and work on complex ideas 
– including maths and science – 
through their device. 

• Digital learning is now standard for 
Years 7-10: Almost all workbooks are 
created using OneNote. Students 
automatically personalise them and 
use them to work collaboratively.

• Teachers have dramatically cut 
preparation time: With OneNote 
Class Notebook Creator, teachers 
quickly create digital notebooks, and 
create an online space for anywhere- 
anytime review. 

• Increased flexibility for everyone: 
In 2015, the school moved its 
curriculum resources to the  
cloud, using SharePoint Online 
and Office 365. 

• Few technology-related 
interruptions: A mandated cloud-
based approach plus standard 
software images on all devices  
means students have anywhere-
anytime access to their work if  
their personal device is broken. 

Apps, online services  
and programs
• Windows 8.1

• Office 365
 - OneNote 
 - SharePoint Online 
 - OneDrive for Business
 - OneNote Class Notebook Creator

• TechSmith Camtasia Studio 

• Trimble Sketch Up Pro

‘By sustaining 1-to-1, our students access a far 
richer range of artefacts, resources and people. 
They collaborate instinctively, work harder and 
more creatively – and it prepares them for the 
21st century workforce.’
Greg Heale, Director of eLearning, Frankston High School

Frankston ranks in the top 10%  
of Victorian, co-educational,  
non–selective entry state schools
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A passion for  
innovative learning
Hale School is an early adopter, 
employing stylus devices for the first 
time in 2006. With students now using 
digitised workbooks for 80 percent 
of learning – including for maths and 
science – stylus-enabled devices are 
deemed a necessity. OneNote Class 
Notebook Creator has proved hugely 
popular, helping teachers to quickly 
digitise curriculum resources online. 
Currently students use a mix of Surface 
Pro 3 devices and Toshiba Z10ts. 

Results that justify 
mandated selection
To ensure consistent technology 
throughout the school and avoid 
equity issues, Hale purchases devices 
and recoups the cost via fees. 
Technology selections are made by the 
school’s Education Technology Task 
Group, which consults all stakeholders, 
including teachers and parents. 
Selection criteria include quality, 
portability and battery life. The school 
has a 24-hour defect-rectification 
agreement with a local supplier,  
and a fleet of 40 hot-swap devices. 

Tools to track wellbeing 
and success
Learning analytics is the next big focus 
for Hale. Working with consultants, 
Hale is hoping to use data-analysis 
tools to track students’ academic 
progress and wellbeing. Teachers want 
to challenge boys by giving them the 
freedom to select the optimal tools for 
achieving learning goals. 

Hale School may be Western Australia’s oldest independent boys’ 
school, but its passion for encouraging critical thinking has made it 
a 1-to-1 learning pioneer. While there are many different factors that 
contribute, the past decade has seen Hale’s median ATAR score 
increase to above 90, while simultaneously running one of  
Australia’s most mature, fully-mandated 1-to-1 programmes. 

Private school powers 
up results table with 
high-engagement  
1-to-1 learning

Hale School, Western Australia
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Purposeful-learning benefits
• Increased ability to monitor progress: 

OneNote Class Notebook Creator 
is a pivotal app at Hale. By making 
it easy for teachers to create 
course workbooks and access each 
student’s work online, teachers have 
the freedom to select the optimal 
moment to provide feedback.

• Greater potential for intensive 
coaching: Teachers are also providing 
more detailed feedback in less time. 
The ability to record audio clips and 
attach them to OneNote workbooks 
results in a quantum leap in the 
volume of feedback teachers provide 
between lessons or after hours.

• More powerful maths instruction: 
Pedagogy in the maths department 
has changed the most. Whiteboard 
markers are redundant, as teachers 
record video clips of equation 
solving with audio accompaniment. 
For students, each recorded 
solution becomes a permanent 
learning resource. 

• Fluency in science learning: Students 
are also using the stylus devices to 
draw and label diagrams, annotate 
graphs and charts, and insert 
commentary. OneNote has instigated 
a more fluid science learning 
ecosystem, as students aren’t moving 
between textbooks and workbooks.

Apps, online services  
and programs
• Windows 8

• Office 365 
 - OneNote Class Notebook Creator
 - OneDrive for Business

Additional statistics
•  Ranked 1st in Western Australia for 

the number of times SCSA1 identified 
Hales as a top-performing school 
in stage-3 courses

• 2014 State Median ATAR2: 79.90

• 2014 Hale Median ATAR: 91.10

• 90% of student go on to university

‘App-only devices, like iPads, cap potential and 
promote consumption over production. We want 
students to construct their knowledge as well. And 
when we task students with creating digital content, 
we provoke far higher levels of engagement.’
Rob Barugh, Director of Information and Learning Technologies, Hale School

Since introducing 1-to-1 learning 
to all years in 2008, Hale’s median 
ATAR score has risen from 89.5 to 92

1 School Curriculum and Standards Authority
2 Australian Tertiary Admission Rank
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Paths to  
differentiated learning
Hermit Park commenced 1-to-1 
learning in 2009, and is now firmly 
focussed on using cloud technologies 
to create powerful, student-centric 
learning. All year 3-6 students use 
touch-screen devices, predominantly 
keyboard-detachable Surface Pro 2 
tablet-laptops. The devices are school-
owned, but not student specific, and 
students select which device they 
want to use for each lesson. 

Payment plans that support 
mandated purchase
Parents are invited to contribute to the 
cost of learning. The ubiquity of digital 
learning – and the school’s exceptional 
results – has seen the number of 
parents meeting this request pass 90 
percent. The school is committed to 
touch-screen devices, as they maximise 
teachers’ options for deploying apps 
that meet individual student needs. 

Teachers empowered 
to be creative
Hermit Park’s strategy is focussed 
on maximising the opportunities of 
the cloud to achieve top results. The 
principal believes that a cloud-based 
approach means that device selection 
will become less important in years 
to come. As long as the school has 
connected touch-screen devices, 
teachers will use their initiative to find 
and perfect learning techniques that are 
student-centric and student-driven. 

The extraordinary results achieved by Hermit Park State School  
reflect a truly open-minded approach to technology. For teachers, 
the device is secondary: what matters is finding ways to enhance 
individual student performance, and helping teachers to perfect 
successful techniques. 

Cloud strategy and 
teacher IT support drive 
top-rank results

Hermit Park State School, Queensland
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Purposeful-learning benefits
• Student collaboration outside 

school, state and country: Hermit 
Park is dedicated to creating world-
aware citizens. The voice and video 
collaboration capabilities in Office 
365 are a core enabler. In 2015, 
students are discussing farming  
with fellow students in Africa. 

• Ability to learn at a student-
appropriate rate: With a clear idea 
of what the curriculum demands, 
teachers source the tools, apps 
and products that will best help  
each student achieve their  
personal potential. 

• Dedicated teacher support: To ensure 
all teachers make the best use of 
technical resources, Hermit Park 
employs a curriculum-support staff 
to work shoulder-to-shoulder with 
teachers and nurture high-impact 
learning techniques.

• Free-flow learning spaces: Classes 
are designed with easily moveable 
furniture. This enables students 
to move swiftly from lecture-style 
learning to individual work and 
group collaboration. Fast-changing 
modes of learning power fast 
‑paced activity and high levels  
of engagement. 

Apps, online services  
and programs
• Windows 8.1

• Office 365

• Corinth Micro Plant

• ClassDojo

‘Our learning coaches are absolutely critical to 
our success: they enable our teachers to stay 
focussed on understanding what the curriculum 
demands, and translating learning needs into 
effective teaching techniques.’
Clayton Carnes, Principal, Hermit Park State School

Hermit Park has improved 
NAPLAN data consistently 
for the last six years 
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Anywhere-anytime learning
Ormiston College started a 1-to-1 
learning program for all year 7-12 
students in 2009. To promote anywhere–
anytime learning, the school has moved 
its entire senior school curriculum 
online, and provisioned all students with 
stylus-enabled touch-screen devices. The 
school uses HP Pro x2 612 G1 and Dell 
Latitude XT3 devices. With all resources 
in the cloud, students can work from  
any device.

Re‑prioritised spending
Each year, Ormiston selects optimal 
devices for its year 7 and year 10 cohorts, 
and negotiates volume discounts 
through its IT partner. The school does 
not charge a levy, and did not increase 

fees, but re-allocated resources based 
on a changed appreciation of priorities. 
Each student is issued with a school-
owned device that they take home, and 
the school’s IT department maintains a 
pool of spare devices.

Investing in teaching 
innovation
Ormiston is focussed on bringing 
brilliant 1-to-1 learning techniques into 
action as quickly as possible. Teachers 
share the successes and challenges of 
new 1-to-1 learning ideas, and a Learning 
Innovations Leadership Committee (LILC) 
acts as an innovation hub, disseminating 
ideas and building teachers’ professional 
skills. LILC scans globally for smart, 
effective learning techniques and  
helps build teacher capacity. 

NAPLAN trends 2008-2015

At Ormiston, 1-to-1 learning is a solidly teacher-led initiative. 
Demand for eLearning spaces comprehensively outstripped 
supply by 2009, as teachers pursued anywhere-anytime learning 
strategies. With 1-to-1, learning outcomes have improved. 

Anywhere-anytime 
learning helps drive 
NAPLAN top 10 ranking 

Ormiston College, Queensland
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Purposeful-learning benefits
• Collaborative learning on a global 

scale: Students and teachers connect 
with schools around the world 
using Office 365 collaboration 
tools. Currently, year 11 students are 
collecting Australian data for science 
projects, and sharing that data with 
classes in the US.

• Accelerator programs for pre-
university students: Students who 
want to get one step ahead in a 
specific subject join weekly online 
tutorials, delivered via video and 
desktop sharing, also in Office 365. 

• New depth to STEM personalised 
learning: Teachers are using the 
media aggregation capabilities 
of OneNote to bring science, 

technology, engineering and  
maths (STEM) disciplines into single 
projects. OneDrive for Business 
storage permits multi-party 
monitoring and collaboration.

• Teacher freedom, with anywhere–
anytime learning: With the ability  
to access student work at any  
time, teachers have exceptional 
freedom to develop individual 
coaching techniques. 

• Preparation for lifetime 
communication skills: Online 
collaboration encourages real-world 
problem solving and self-regulation. 
Students are honing their ability 
to communicate skilfully and 
productively across multiple media.

• Improved prospects: Ormiston’s focus 
on 21st century teaching and learning 
has contributed to stronger graduate 
scores and improved tertiary options 
for students.

Apps, online services  
and programs
• Windows 7/Windows 10

• Office 365
 - OneDrive for Business
 - OneNote Class Notebook Creator
 - SharePoint
 - Yammer

• Adobe Suite

• Moodle Learning Management Suite

‘For Ormiston, 1-to-1 learning is about building a culture 
of teaching innovation. Anywhere-anytime learning 
brings fantastic opportunities for empowering teachers 
with new techniques that improve learning. If we invest 
in teachers’ skills, they get the student outcomes.’
Tamara O’Sullivan, Dean of eLearning, Ormiston College

Today, Ormiston regularly reaches 
the top 10 rank in Queensland 
NAPLAN results
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Gradual approach
In 2012, Saint Stephen’s began 
preparations for a blended learning 
strategy. Planning was key. To enable 
a smooth, confident transition in 
teaching styles, the school wanted 
all resources in place and technical 
difficulties resolved before launch. 
During 2012–2014, Saint Stephen’s 
transitioned to a new learning 
management system (LMS) and 
teachers stocked it with resources.  
The school also conducted exhaustive 
trials to resolve all network, Wi-Fi and 
access complications. 

Freedom of choice via BYOD
To provide greater flexibility for 
students and parents, Saint Stephen’s 
decided on a BYOD policy with 
mandated capabilities. IT staff set 
minimum specifications for student 
devices, including memory and battery 
life, and recommended Windows be 
installed, including on Mac devices. The 
college has gained parental support 
and buy-in by explaining  
the blended learning strategy to 
parents, and keeping them up to 
date with progress. 

The ability to predict 
student performance
At the start of 2015, Saint Stephen’s 
supplied Surface Pro 3 devices to all 
teachers, and the college will gradually 
move towards stylus-enabled devices. 
This will enable teachers to develop 
digital pen–based pedagogies. With 
high levels of access on the LMS, 
analytics is a major opportunity. The 
school is working to track students’ 
interactions with the LMS to detect 
changing work patterns. Saint Stephens 
hopes this will help teachers take  
pre-emptive action with students  
who are encountering challenges. 

Saint Stephen’s College shows how a bring-your-own-device 
(BYOD) policy can ease the path towards selective, blended learning. 
By mandating specific capabilities, the school minimises the 
complications of a mixed fleet, while leaving parents largely free  
to select their child’s device. The gradual approach is working,  
with exceptional out-of-hours engagement in online resources. 

Planning, resources and 
infrastructure smooth 
path to gradual transition

Saint Stephen’s College, Queensland
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Purposeful-learning benefits
• Freedom for teachers to delve 

deeper: With curriculum resources 
collated on the LMS, teachers are 
starting to step back from being 
knowledge-imparters, and use class 
time to be thought-provokers. 

• Ability to flip learning: Teachers are 
beginning to use class time to create 
new learning resources. Digital ink 
and programs such as Office Mix/
Snip make this easy to do. These 
tutorials can then be placed in the 
LMS to supplement and extend 
learning at home. 

• Continuous monitoring: The 
combination of 1-to-1 learning 
and OneDrive for Business enables 
teachers and students to collaborate 
easily out of school hours. 

• Ease of deployment to students: 
When students change devices, the 
college has found that students 
quickly learn how to download 
standard applications, and start using 
them. When the school switched to 
Office 365, students performed most 
deployment tasks themselves. 

Apps, online services  
and programs
• Office 365

 - OneDrive for Business
 - OneNote

• Adobe Creative Suite

• Brightspace Learning  
Management System

• Active Directory  
Federation Services

• Language Perfect

• Code Academy

‘The laptop is just the window to the learning 
environment. What matters is making sure 
the digital learning environment and all the 
resources are in place when you make the 
switch to 1-to-1 learning.’
Pete West, Director of eLearning, Saint Stephen’s College

Proportion of students accessing 
online courses: 37% after school 
hours, 46% on Sundays and 57% 
during the school day
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Teacher-led 1-to-1 revolution
Teachers at Thomas More College 
have taken the initiative in transferring 
their own syllabus into OneNote 
documents using OneNote Class 
Notebook Creator. They also create 
online collaboration spaces to present 
resources, provoke discussion, monitor 
progress and assess work. To meet 
teacher preferences for stylus-enabled 
devices, in 2014 the school purchased 
180 Surface Pro 2, and in 2015 a further 
540 Surface Pro 3, devices for all  
year 8-11 students.

A device policy that puts 
reliability first
The College began 1-to-1 learning 
with a mix of BYOD and school-owned 
devices, but switched to a school-
owned policy in 2014. The reason: 
the school believes its prime role is 
to remove technology barriers so 
that teachers can easily embrace new 
teaching and learning styles. With a 
single, school-owned fleet, teachers are 
confident that students have working 
devices and IT staff can maintain 
them. Parents are free from the social, 
maintenance and purchasing issues 
that can arise with BYOD.

Teacher innovation  
drives IT plans
Thomas More College wants to ensure 
the rapid spread of 1‑to‑1 learning 
techniques that are being mastered 
by early-adopter teachers. They see 
stylus-enabled devices as critical to  
this objective, because they will allow 
all aspects of maths and science 
learning to move into the digital space.  
The College will focus on nurturing  
and disseminating successful  
teaching techniques.

When teachers at Thomas More College learned how to create 
their own online workbooks and collaboration spaces, it proved  
a game-changer for 1-to-1 learning. Now, teachers get more 
done in school hours, students are better prepared for class 
topics, and engagement is higher than ever. 

Easy-to-create 
collaboration spaces 
drive teacher adoption, 
student engagement

Thomas More College, South Australia
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Purposeful-learning benefits
• Ability to turn students into 

classroom teachers: Thomas More 
College has fitted many classrooms 
with WiDi (wireless display) adapters 
for projectors. This allows teachers 
to wirelessly teach from anywhere 
in the classroom. Students can 
quickly assume presenter roles, and 
demonstrate learnings to the rest of 
the class from their own tablet device. 

• Higher levels of student pre-class 
preparation: A 2015 teachers’ 
survey indicates that Thomas More 
students who work with OneNote 
and resources have become better 
organised and are better prepared  
for lessons. Lost homework is a  
thing of the past!

• Viral adoption of teachers’ course 
-digitising software: The eLearning 
co-ordinator invested time with the 
science faculty to show them how to 
transfer the science curriculum into 
OneNote notebooks, using OneNote 
Class Notebook Creator. Peer-to 
-peer evangelising spread usage 
throughout the teaching staff.

• Dramatically improved teacher 
efficiency. Many teachers have 
combined OneNote notebooks with 
online OneDrive for Business storage 
to create collaboration spaces and 
paperless classrooms. Students 
receive more detailed feedback 
without teachers having to increase 
their out-of-hours workload. 

Apps, online services  
and programs
• Windows 8.1
• Maths and science textbooks
• Google Earth
• Screencast-O-matic
• Office 2013 and Office 365

 - OneNote
 - OneNote Class Notebook Creator
 - OneDrive for Business
 - Office Mix

• Adobe Master Collection Suite

• Apps 
 - Wordbook
 - Bible
 - ClickView

‘Two factors have made a fundamental difference to the 
take up of 1-to-1 learning at Thomas More College: first, 
teachers know they can get technical support; second 
they know that every student will attend class with a 
working, stylus-enabled device.’
Greg Parker, ICT System Administrator, Thomas More College

Data indicates 7% increase in  
student engagement in first  
year of 1-to-1 learning

 - Socrative
 - Khan Academy
 - KwiQR
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Paths to 
differentiated learning
The soul of Varsity’s pedagogical 
approach is differentiated learning. 
To help implement multiple learning 
techniques quickly, the school 
introduced 1-to-1 learning for year 7-10 
students from 2010 onwards. At Varsity, 
touch-screen laptop-tablets are essential: 
students find them fast and efficient 
to work with, and they widen teachers’ 
choice of apps. Today, students use a 
mixed fleet of HP Pro x2 612 devices,  
and Dell XT 3 laptop-tablets.

Payment plans that support 
mandated purchase
Varsity College helps parents defray 
the cost of 1‑to‑1 learning. The school 
mandates devices for year 7 and year 10 
students and purchases them outright. 
Then the school recoups the cost from 
parents via a three-year repayment 
plan. Selection is rigorous: IT staff 
consult with heads of department each 
year to review market options, then 
give four or five devices a thorough 
three-month trial – with teachers, 
students and in the playground. 

Teachers able to adapt  
and innovate
Varsity’s objective is to deliver 
differentiated learning that stimulates 
the best possible results for every 
child. To succeed, the school needs 
its teachers to have the skills to adopt 
new learning styles quickly, and the 
awareness to find new apps as they 
emerge. As a result, their number one 
priority is to ensure teachers receive  
as much training and support as they 
can provide. 

For Varsity College, 1-to-1 is a means to a specific end – differentiated 
learning. With its entire curriculum on OneNote, and almost all  
senior school students using touch-screen tablets, the way is clear  
for teachers to innovate. Today, teachers are recording great results 
by finding specific apps to help individual students. 

Touch-screen apps 
power innovation and 
differentiated learning 

Varsity College, Queensland
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Purposeful-learning benefits
• Expanding the space for differentiated 

learning: Teachers have acquired a 
fast-growing portfolio of applications 
to support multiple new learning 
techniques. This means students are 
engaged in learning programs that 
most closely match their ability  
and disposition. 

• Teacher proficiency boosted 
by support initiatives: Teachers 
receive the support they need to 
get the best from devices, and 
to become experts in new apps. 
Support includes: technical coaches; 
app recommendations; learning 
lounges for teachers; and individual 
professional learning programs. 

• Replicating student success stories: 
Students are rapidly introduced to 
learning techniques that have proved 
successful elsewhere in the school. 
This is because Varsity consistently 
promotes a culture of technique-
sharing between faculties.

• Strong parental engagement: The 
fact that the entire curriculum and 
all assessments are available online 
strengthens parental interest and 
engagement. It also promotes 
confidence among parents that 
their investment in 1-to-1 
learning is justified. 

Apps, online services  
and programs
• Windows 8.1

• Office 365 
 - OneNote
 - OneDrive for Business
 - SharePoint

• CAD suites

‘The person standing in front of the students is 
what makes the difference. For us, providing 
teachers with pedagogical support is the  
critical success factor in 1-to-1 learning.’
Steve McLuckie, Executive Principal, Varsity College

Some of the best teaching 
outcomes have resulted from 
teachers finding specific apps  
to help individual students
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Schools embarking on a 1-to-1 learning 
program need to provide access to relevant 
educational apps, in addition to traditional 
software and cloud services. To get you started 
on Windows devices, here are a range of 
apps for both students and teachers that we 
think you’ll find make a big difference, in the 
classroom and out.

Looking for 
great apps? 
Start here



Drawboard PDF GeoGebra iXplain

www.microsoft.com/en-au/store/apps/
drawboard-pdf/9wzdncrfhwqt

Drawboard PDF lets you annotate, view and 
manage your PDFs, replacing the pen and paper 
and avoiding unnecessary printing for a more 
sustainable learning environment.

www.microsoft.com/en-au/store/apps/
geogebra/9wzdncrfj48n

For all levels of education, GeoGebra brings 
together geometry, algebra, spreadsheets, 
graphing, statistics and calculus in one  
easy-to-use package.

www.microsoft.com/en-au/store/apps/
ixplain/9wzdncrdcdhl

iXplain is a screencasting app for recording 
lessons and talks. It records your voice and your 
pen, letting you annotate images to explain ideas.

Literatu Mathletics Mathspace

www.microsoft.com/EN-au/search/result.
aspx?q=Literatu&form=apps

Literatu is a teacher-driven, formative assessment 
platform that collects and measures student 
learning data, helping teachers more easily 
identify and cater to the learning 
needs of individual students.

www.microsoft.com/en-au/store/apps/
mathletics-student/9nblggh35mj8

Mathletics gives each student their very own 
personal learning space. It’s filled with targeted 
curriculum content, tutorials and support, as 
well as engaging games.

www.microsoft.com/en-au/store/apps/
mathspace/9wzdncrdqgtw

Mathspace allows students to complete fully 
worked solutions to problems online and  
receive instant feedback and help at every  
step, personalising their learning.

Minecraft School Writing Skoolbag

www.microsoft.com/en-au/store/apps/minecraft-
windows-10-edition-beta/9nblggh2jhxj

Minecraft is one of the most popular construction 
and adventure games. By placing building blocks 
and going on adventures, students can craft, 
create and explore a world of their own.

www.microsoft.com/en-au/store/apps/school-
writing-au-nz/9wzdncrdj6vn

Specifically designed by teachers, School 
Writing helps students with their writing skills. 
It features approved education fonts, including 
individual cursive letters.

www.microsoft.com/en-au/store/apps/
skoolbag/9nblgggzh092

Skoolbag is the ultimate school-to-parent 
communication tool, providing schools with an 
easy way to share school news, events, notices, 
timetables and more.

IntoScience StaffPad
Download these apps 
and more from the  
Windows Store 
www.microsoft.com/en-au/
store/apps/education

www.microsoft.com/en-au/store/apps/
intoscience/9nblggh2kffh

IntoScience gives every student their own 
research lab, observatory and access to over 
120 unique science environments, while offering 
unparalleled control for teachers and simplifying 
classroom management.

www.microsoft.com/en-au/store/apps/
staffpad/9wzdncrddkrb

StaffPad is a groundbreaking music-notation 
application, featuring advanced handwriting 
recognition to transform handwritten notation 
into beautifully typeset scores to edit, play back, 
print and share.
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